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Outlook for 2018: future-oriented equities with the potential to outperform
Frankfurt am Main, 11 December 2017 Investors will not have to wait a long time to benefit from futureoriented themes such as digitalisation, artificial intelligence, automation and self-driving vehicles.
Companies with structurally expanding business models should already outperform the overall market in
2018. This is the opinion of Frank Schwarz, fund manager of the MainFirst Global Equities Fund. “Futureoriented themes such as these should drive performance in the coming year in an environment that will
remain challenging for equities,” explains fund manager Mr Schwarz, whose top holdings currently include
Facebook, NVIDIA and Tencent.
The power of platforms is growing
The stock market expert expects particularly strong growth from online platforms better able to monetise
their business models in 2018. “Platforms, in particular those belonging to the established top dogs, are
seeing their power growing. The reason for this is the increasing importance of digital advertising – today a
quarter of all global digital advertising revenue goes to Google and a further ten percent to Facebook,” says
Mr Schwarz. Based on forecasts from market research company eMarketer, global advertising revenue will
rise by almost eight percent in the coming year to around USD 629 billion. By the end of 2017, global
revenues for digital advertising will have exceeded those for TV advertising for the first time. Mr Schwarz
sees potential to benefit from rising advertising budgets at Facebook in particular: “User numbers for
Facebook, including the in-house Messenger app, the independent WhatsApp messaging service and the
photo and video platform Instagram, have been on a constant upwards trend for years. We believe that the
advertising potential of Instagram in particular has been massively underestimated by the market.” The
expert sees even stronger growth potential for Asian market leader Tencent, whose WeChat messaging
service has a monopoly in the Asian market. The major players in the e-commerce sector are likely to also
continue to take market share from traditional retailers, with market leaders Amazon in the West and
Alibaba in China the main beneficiaries.
Automation and self-driving vehicles require increasing processing power
Mr Schwarz believes that NVIDIA, market leader in graphic processors and chip sets, is also a very
promising stock for 2018: “NVIDIA is a beneficiary of growth in the computer games sector, where trends
like virtual reality mean there is a requirement for increasingly powerful graphics performance, but there are
other future-oriented trends working in their favour as well,” says Mr Schwarz. As an example, NVIDIA
manufactures chips for data centres used for AI applications and the self-driving vehicles sector. Mr
Schwarz believes that the company is so well-positioned in these areas versus the competition that it is
possible that by 2025 NVIDIA could be the fourth-largest company worldwide by market capitalisation. Mr
Schwarz also considers Japanese automation group Keyence a very promising stock, which will benefit
from the trend for self-driving vehicles and greater utilisation of robots in production.
“In the current year we have outperformed the MSCI World Index in euros by a good 33 percent 1 with these
and similar future-oriented shares from sectors such as semiconductor automation,” reports Mr Schwarz,
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adding: “We are convinced that the shares in our portfolio have the potential to achieve revenue and
earnings growth of around 20 percent in 2018.”
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